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Manager Guidelines 

Your role as an apprentice line 
manager 
As a line manager, your role is vital to engage, motivate and stretch the capability of EV Cargo 
apprentices. Their contribution is a business benefit to the department as well as themselves. 

Before your apprentice starts their new role make sure that you: 

• Understand the requirements, the apprenticeship standard and requirements of the End 
Point Assessment  

• Understand what knowledge, skills and behaviours the apprentice is required to 
demonstrate and ensure these are integrated into their work plan 

• Understand the commitment statement which will be issued by the training provider 
• Understand the apprentice’s learning plan which will be issued by the training provider 
• Be aware of scheduled meetings you are required to attend with the training provider 
• Be aware of your apprentice’s training schedule and ensure work activities are worked 

around this. 

Plan their induction 

Give your apprentice a full departmental induction over their first four weeks. This should 
include: 

• An introduction to colleagues and the team 
• An assigned team buddy for day-to-day support 
• A tour of facilities/IT guidance 
• Gaining an understanding of the role of their team, the department and how this fits in 

with EV Cargo 
• Explanation of your department’s culture and values, and what is expected of employees 
• Completion of health and safety courses on Mandatory Learning page of EV People 
• Completion of other mandatory learning  
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When your apprentice is at work 

As a line manager your role is to guide them through their placement within EV Cargo and 
oversee their day to day activities. Their experience within the department needs to be driven by 
the apprentices themselves, with your help to shape that experience. The apprentice will need 
time to study, complete assignments, meet with their skills coach, as well as learn both on and 
off the job. To help your apprentice: 

• Be aware of their schedule and learning plan, ensure work tasks are built around their 
schedule 

• Help your apprentice plan their work accordingly 
• Demonstrate enthusiasm about learning, your department and the profession 
• Identify shadowing and other development opportunities, such as taking on projects and 

attending meetings 
• Encourage them to make most of the Learning opportunities on the EV People Learning 

pages. 
• Set up a timetable for the first two weeks which sets out the key meetings, and people 

they can have one-to-ones with. Send invites for these meetings and share calendars. 

It is important both you and your apprentice meet the skills coach regularly and meetings are 
not cancelled, and that you discuss any plans with them that may impact deadlines and agreed 
timelines.  

Be inclusive 

Inclusion is the responsibility of everyone in the workplace and can happen daily in every 
interaction with your colleagues. You can strive for inclusion by creating an environment where 
everyone has a sense of belonging, connection and community at work. You can create an 
inclusive workplace by: 

• Checking if your apprentice has any disabilities, many disabilities are invisible. If yes, 
ensure adjustments are in place if necessary. 

• Depending on their needs, some colleagues may like video with subtitles, some may 
prefer a phone call, some may prefer an email with text in a certain size. 

• When you start your conversation, ask each other “What can I do to make our meeting 
comfortable for you?” 

• Encourage the apprentice to bring their ‘whole self’ to work, and the importance of doing 
so. 

• Encourage the apprentice to contribute in meetings, drawing on their diverse points of 
view. 

• Complete the ‘Mental Health at Work’ and ‘Diversity and Inclusion’ course on EV People 
platform to support your apprentice. 

 
 
Development and one-to-ones 

Developing the apprentice is the responsibility of both the training provider and you as the line 
manager. It is important to ensure your apprentice gains a good level of insight into the wider 
EV Cargo. 
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You can help develop your apprentice by: 

• Scheduling and maintaining regular one-to-ones with your apprentice separate to their 
monthly learner review 

• Set clear targets, objectives and a development plan for the apprentice and help them to 
understand how to show their potential 

• Adapt any existing or repetitive roles by increasing their responsibility over projects 
• Reviewing performance regularly through objectives, departmental probation and 

performance management systems and reviews 
• Encouraging apprentices to complete mandatory learning 
• Encouraging your apprentice to access the EV Cargo Internet and Intranet sites to build 

learning about the business. 
• Ensure apprentices gain a range of experience in line with the EV Cargo model by 

arranging appropriate rotations throughout the department. 

Have at least one career conversation with your apprentice, and consider future opportunities 
within your team which your apprentice could apply for. You can signpost them to the EV Cargo 
Career site. 

Off the job training time 
Apprenticeship funding rules 2022 / 2023 state that Off-the-job training is a statutory 
requirement for an English apprenticeship. It is training which is received by the apprentice 
within their practical period, during the apprentice’s normal working hours, for the purpose of 
achieving the knowledge, skills and behaviours of the approved apprenticeship that is referenced 
in the apprenticeship agreement. By normal working hours we mean the hours for which the 
apprentice would normally be paid, excluding overtime 

Off-the-job training must deliver new skills that are directly relevant to the apprenticeship 
standard. It can include the following: 

• The teaching of theory (e.g. lectures, role playing, simulation exercises, online learning and 
manufacturer training); 

• Practical training, shadowing, mentoring, industry visits and participation in competitions, 
where the activity has been agreed and documented as part of the agreed training plan; or 

• Learning support and time spent writing assignments 

Full-time apprentices (those that work 30 hours per week or more) 

To be eligible for government funding at least 20% of the apprentice’s normal working hours 
(capped at 30 hours per week for funding purposes only), over the planned duration of the 
apprenticeship practical period, must be spent on off-the-job training. 

This means that the minimum requirement, for apprentices working 30 hours or more per week 
is an average of 6 hours of off-the-job training per week (i.e. 20% of 30 hours) over the planned 
duration. 

When calculating the required amount of off-the-job training, the apprentice’s statutory leave 
entitlement must be deducted. 
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